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Abstract: Academics, researchers and managers have struggled for years to identify and describe exactly what constitutes effective e-working and to identify the ideal model of e-working. In the midst of the debate and discussion, some basic concepts seem to have been lost, because, as is evident, there are different definitions of e-working. We have developed a simple basic three-dimensional model of future trends and factors affecting e-working. Each of these three dimensions, namely Technology, Global changes and Generational and demographic changes, is within the control of the individual country, and each one can be developed through appropriate support and guidance. Effective e-working is a matter of developing the ability within each of the three dimensions and then choosing to apply the eight controlling factors and barriers in a balanced way. Our model provides a systematic way of incorporating best practices to overcome concerns and guide organizations through the process of building successful, sustainable and customized e-working programs that meet the demands of a changing workplace.
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1. Introduction

In 1979, the Washington Post published an article entitled “Working at Home Can Save Gasoline” (Schiff, 1979), and since then the idea of e-working has gained popularity. Throughout the history of mankind, dependence on the worksite has been the key to finding a job. This means that a lack of technological progress has hampered the flexibility of the working environment. From the Stone Age (hunting, harvesting, food preparation, construction of human artefacts), people moved into social groups, through agriculture (farming) and various industrial revolutions (physical strength) to the age of modern information and technology (Beno, 2018a). The Industrial Revolution brought employees from their homes to factories. With ICT (Information and Communications Technology), the reverse is
possible, with employees now able to move back to their homes (Simitis, 1986).

Many companies still refuse to allow employees to work remotely because managers are reluctant to accept that employees will work properly outside the office. Today, e-working has evolved and offers more flexibility than in the past, and companies are able to choose from various e-working models such as a centralised office and occasional work from home, a centralised office and work from anywhere and fully e-working without a centralised office. So, e-working saves many more resources than just gasoline. With the help of modern technology, some companies have adopted these models with open arms, and more are following suit.

In the past, e-working has been associated with telemarketing, call centres and wages below the minimum. Today, home-based work is very popular among different professions thanks to the availability of high-speed Internet, cloud-based tools, advanced collaboration tools and flexible workplace space. Based on various trends (demographic, economic and technological), we expect global growth in e-working in the coming decades. The number of modern work arrangements well adapted to e-working will increase as a percentage of total work. Continued technological development will allow more employees to work outside the office. We believe that e-working is a triple-win option – for employers, employees and our society.

To understand this phenomenon, we developed a simple basic three-dimensional model of future trends and factors affecting e-working (see Figure 1). These trends and factors will affect the acceptance of the growth of e-working. An understanding of these influences is necessary for assessing trends in e-working and for identifying future opportunities and needs. As individual trends and factors affect the development and growth of e-working in countries differently, the basic model varies. According to Beno and Ferencikova (2019), there are three trends (dimensions) that the authors consider to have a significant impact on this concept, namely Technology, Global changes and Generational and demographic changes. These trends are implemented in our model as the main dimensions shown in Figure 1 in blue, red and yellow. Various factors limit and encourage the way e-working affects the acceptance and growth of e-working. Our analysis focuses on eight areas of direct relevance to this way of working: 1) Talent acquisition and retention; 2) Eco-friendliness; 3) Cost reduction; 4) Modern technology; 5) Upgrading and security; 6) Big brother is watching you and legislation; 7) Digital natives and global citizens and 8) New labour market models and jobs.
2. Methodology

We start by reviewing the drivers of change and the interactions that are expected to shape e-working in the future. Our Out-of-Office model is constructed according to a robust, evidence-based approach. Key elements include a comprehensive literature review and a full analysis of trends and disruptions. This model was developed systematically, and implications were then drawn from this analysis. A systematic literature analysis of publications relating to the future of e-working was used in our study. We subsequently use the information to generate eight factors and barriers developed systematically by drawing on this analysis. In the organizational structures of the Industrial Revolution one had to travel to work in order to be at work. This has changed in the era of e-organization, where increasing numbers of workers are employed in information work and ICT, which results in information being portable and work being done outside the traditional settings. In e-organization and with the proper tools, an information worker can be at work nearly anywhere.

The model is the result of an integrated analysis of different economic, technological and social environmental interfaces, in which, apart from the factors influencing the environment, attention is also given to human factors. The model consists of three-dimensional kernels with their description and importance for the future, as well as an axis in each dimension that affects individual dimensions to a greater or lesser extent (that is, positively or negatively) and eight areas. The complexity and sophistication of e-working increases up, down, left and right, hence the shape of the model is tied to specific countries, work tasks or levels (see Figures 2 and 3). This means that countries with a lower share of e-working may find that they are not in the basic model, but in one of the two variations.
Finally, our aim is to gain a better understanding of the dynamics of future e-working and to present the key factors influencing today’s labour market, because this market is agile since people can work anywhere at any time.

3. Out-Of-Office Model – Eight Factors and Barriers

In the past, e-working may have seemed like a distant dream. Nowadays, more and more companies are introducing e-working practices (Radu, 2018), and we are aware that the way we work has more and more benefits than risks (Beno, 2018b; 2018c; 2018d). The growth of this form of work has been documented (GWA, 2019; Vasel, 2017) and discussed (Gibbons, 2017; Ussem, 2017), but many authors conclude that e-working is a better solution for governments, organisations and for society as a whole, as well as for people’s well-being. The size of a corporation is not important, but giving employees the opportunity to work remotely through e-
working is important. However, as we point out, although e-working is not suitable for everyone, it can be a triple victory for both employees, employers and society. Below are eight areas that increase/limit the spread of e-working in our Out-of-Office model:

1. **Talent acquisition and retention:** People are the most valuable asset of companies (Marks, 2018). It is currently difficult to find and retain good workers (Tore, 2018), even in a poorly functioning economy (Goldsmith, 2010). Productivity and employee retention are significantly increased when employees are deployed. This is important nowadays, because job security and company loyalty are much less important than ever before. Scientists have long noted that the ability to attract and retain quality workers is critical to organisational competitiveness (Delery & Shaw, 2001; Ulrich, 1993), and research streams in strategic human resource management have explored the link between human resources practices and performance and organisational efficiency (Boselie et al.; 2005). To attract and retain top talent, employers need to understand the real needs of workers; it is not just competitive wages and good benefits that persuade workers to join and stay with a company. The Mercer 2018 Global Talent Trends study (Mercer, 2018) identified three factors that employees and jobseekers are looking for in a company: flexibility in the workplace, commitment to health and well-being, and work with a purpose. We believe that organisations need to realise that e-working must be an option, not just a desire, to attract and retain the best workers. As reported in the IWG report (2019), flexible working is helping businesses become more successful by enabling them to attract and retain top talents (77%). Siemens (2009) emphasises that this form of work will help attract talent far from the traditional headquarters or physical office buildings, especially global talent and young people.

2. **Eco-friendliness (revitalisation of rural areas, urbanisation):** Being eco-friendly seems to be an important feature of today’s business, compared to the situation at the end of the 20th century, where quality control was the key. Currently, being eco-friendly offers the company a competitive and an image advantage. In addition, an organisation with e-working programmes can be considered a green employer (Siemens, 2009). Fuhr and Pociask (2011) emphasise that e-working can reduce pollutants without sacrificing economic productivity, and may even augment it. The authors also add that encouraging the development of technologies such as broadband services to facilitate the use of more e-working could become one of the most important economic public policy initiatives by helping the environment and increasing economic growth. But on the other hand broadband services increases electromagnetic pollution which affects the environment negatively. A recent global online study by Nielsen found that Millennials and Generation Z are willing to pay more for products and services that come from companies that are committed to a positive social and environmental
impact (Nielsen, 2015). E-working is an environmental option that reduces the ecological footprint of employers and employees (Beno, 2018c; Pyöriä, 2011). Swift and Stephens (2014) report that homeworking provides environmental and cost-effective benefits to organisations when implemented at the right time and in the right way. As a result of e-working, congestion can be alleviated by greater flexibility in scheduling travel to work and replacing some trips (Bull, 2004). Clark (2000) concludes that e-working may not yet be a solution to many rural problems such as unemployment and depopulation, and that businesses and local authorities still need to develop their policies and strategies to enable this kind of work to reach its potential. E-working can lead to retaining the viability of small towns, as is confirmed by the Finnish project in the Central Ostrobothnia region (Yle.fi, 2019). Butz-Widener (2019) highlights that leaning into remote work can save rural towns. However, the potential environmental benefits are controversial, as stressed by Büssing (2002), e.g. replacement of commuter traffic through overcompensation leading to increasing leisure traffic, increasing computer production and problems with the disposal of toxic material or from radiation through wireless telephone and mobile radio communication.

3. Cost reduction: Generally e-working helps companies save money, depending on the number of e-workers, commuting frequency, the number of trips and time spent on commuting, expected increase of number of workers, estimated average discount rate and cost distribution, and employers and employees (Shafizadeh et al.; 2007). Reducing costs for employers and employees through e-working can save money (Schilling, 1999; Ye, 2012). Letting a single employee work from home can save a business $10,000 (Ohio University, 2020). Robbins (2018) highlights employees’ savings by cutting out gas/travel expenses, lunches, coffee, work clothes and other work-related expenses. Robèrt and Börjesson (2006) emphasise that e-workers donate the use of their homes, rent-free, to the employer, and thereby potentially save the employer a great deal of expenditure on rent.

4. Modern technology: Moskowitz (2006) said that the Los Angeles earthquake in 1994 forced the company to implement remote programmes urgently as an essential part of their business. E-working therefore grew before the Internet, he added. There is no doubt that the Internet and modern technologies (secure software, VPN, laptops, smart devices and others) have been the driving force for the practical development of e-working. A reliable Internet connection is a major need for modern businesses. Slow Internet can affect not only employee productivity but also the quality of customer service (DataKom, 2016). As mentioned in point 2, Fuhr and Pociask (2011) appreciate the development of technologies (broadband services) that facilitate the use of e-working by helping the environment and increasing economic growth. Beno (2018b) emphasises that the use of robotic telepresence will solve the problem of the feeling of isolation and lack of team coherence, while allowing an e-worker to be an active member of the
organisation. An increase in productivity, saving time and money, and reducing the carbon footprint are the elements that offer collaboration tools (3c: communication, collaboration and coordination) without the need for commuting. Mobile technology is widespread globally and enters every part of our lives. The spread of laptops, tablets, smartphones and mobile devices helps e-working to be more accessible, efficient and productive. Distance work in this sense does not mean that employees work only from home. This technology allows an employee to work while on a journey, travelling on a train or a plane, or sitting in a cafe (Smith, 2019).

5. Upgrading and security: A powerful, more accessible Internet and advances in security software, such as a virtual private network (VPN), have permitted the online processing of transactions quickly and reliably enough to perform tasks over hundreds or thousands of kilometres, making such tasks not only possible, but also convenient. Laptops and home office equipment are becoming increasingly portable, requiring less space, and they can be purchased at increasingly affordable prices. The geographical decentralisation of e-workers means that if an organisation has suffered a destructive event (for example fire, earthquake, flooding), the organisation can continue to work, but if everyone were working in the same place, a complete loss would have occurred. Generally, we stress the lower risk of accidents and accidental and harmful events, and fewer allegations of harassment and sexual discrimination. Generally, research data reported the risks to data security as a major challenge when adopting e-working (Blackwell & Demerath, 2002; Clear & Dickson, 2005; Illegems & Verbeke, 2003). Furthermore, Fulton et al.; (2001) reported that home e-work would lead to data security risks, including disclosure, modification and destruction. E-working can lead to security problems (risks). However, these risks can be managed. The main cause of data breaches is employee negligence (Reinicke, 2018). According to the Online Trust Alliance report, the Cyber Incident & Breach Trends (OTA, 2018), 93% of security breaches could be prevented in 2017.

6. Big brother is watching you and legislation: Douglas (2018) stresses the need to hire the right people, eliminate the wrong ones, create smart checkpoints and focus on outcomes instead of monitoring employees. Trust is an important element in e-working. There must be a strong bond of trust between manager and employee (Harrington & Ruppel, 1999), and maintained trust is essential for the implementation of e-working (Kowalski & Swanson, 2005). We propose the following medal standards regarding monitoring: gold for building trust and responsibility with employees, silver could basically be considered the diamond level, but the claimed results may possibly have to be corrected, bronze goes with a regular daily and public inspection, a tin medal with modern tracking tools and a lead medal when using remote monitoring software. With an e-workforce, all communication takes place in a decentralised environment. The privacy and
security of the business’s information should be at the top of the list of concerns. When there are cross-over e-workers from different states, it is necessary to comply with the employment and labour laws in those locations. When someone has the right to disconnect the Internet connection, this could, in our opinion, cause a lack of interest and even the end of e-working. If the nature of a job requires email availability, say in different time zones, such expectations should be stated formally as part of the job responsibilities.

7. Digital natives and global citizens: Today’s young people are players, but also victims of the current social, economic and cultural environment that shapes their identity, needs and worldview (Noble et al.; 2009). This is not a completely new situation, because since the beginning of ICT development, it is not only young people whose behaviour has adapted to the situation. Barna (1996) stresses that the young generation was born and raised in a global society where consumerism and capitalism are natural conditions and go largely unchallenged. To them, technology is their natural ally and a necessity rather than a luxury, the solution to all imaginable problems. Mitan (2014) emphasises that youth unemployment is currently a major problem in many European countries. Within the modern workforce, there are two distinct groups: Digital natives (familiar with computers, the Internet and other digital technology) and Digital novices (Baby Boomers and Generation Xers) who grew up without digital technology and only encountered it at a later stage of life (Computacenter, 2016). Generation Y, Millennials and the Me generation have been labelled by some researchers (Dagnaud, 2013; Gansky, 2012; Zandt, 2010) as dependent on technology, which is becoming the organisational principle of their lives. Sutherland and Thompson (2003) identified this generation as permanently connected. In five years’ time, generations Y and Z and Millennials will account for approximately 65% of the global workforce. As more people from these generations graduate and find permanent jobs, Baby Boomers will continue to retire. A shift in working culture and standards is therefore expected. Generally speaking, the Millennials of digital natives are considered to be well-educated, tech-savvy and idealistic when it comes to pursuing passions and incorporating a “do good” ethic into the workplace (DMRC, 2020).

8. New labour market models and jobs: Automation tends to take jobs away while, on the other hand, the invention of new complex tasks creates new jobs (Gruen, 2017). It seems to us that technology leads to job losses, but only technology can save them. We believe that jobs will not disappear entirely, but many will be redefined globally (Beno, 2019). Chui et al. (2016) say that the technical potential of automation varies significantly between industries and activities. Authors further highlight that manual work will be most at risk. On the contrary, the most difficult automated occupations will be management and development of people, professional knowledge in decision making, planning and
creative work. For workers to win this race, however, they will have to acquire creative and social skills (Frey and Osborne, 2013). Lee (2019) summarises four types of jobs at low risk: creative jobs, complex, strategic jobs, still-unknown jobs created by AI (Artificial Intelligence) and empathetic and compassionate jobs.

Digital technologies have become an integral and familiar feature of our day-to-day lives at work and at home (Valenduc & Vendramin, 2016). Across Europe, new forms of employment are taking place, making the labour market more flexible. Some of these are employee sharing, job sharing, interim management, casual work, ICT-based mobile work, voucher-based work, portfolio work, crowd employment and collaborative employment (Mandl et al.; 2015). Valenduc and Vendramin (2016) add on-call working and crowd working, and we also include de lege ferenda, compressed work week and term-time working. As a result of social, economic and technological transformation, some authors are considering new jobs, namely alternative money bankers, 3D/4D engineers, drone operators, nanomedics and others (Binsfeld et al.; 2016; OECD, 2016; Talwark and Hancock, 2010; WEF, 2018). We believe that e-working can help to find the missing labour force on the market and at the same time be a new resource for Baby Boomers to improve their retirement, thus reducing national social burdens. Studies in Estonia show that a large number of older, working people with ICT agree to work longer if they can use teleworking (Arvola et al.; 2017).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Digitisation along with e-working challenges us as human beings by introducing big changes. The question remains: What will e-working look like? Home office, flextime, remote working – are these only interim solutions? E-working focuses more on autonomous work and offers a lot of flexibility and responsibility in designing one’s way of work and free time. The question that is much more important is how we can enable ourselves to work autonomously.

Over the coming years, we will begin to see different generations in a single workplace at the same time, each with very different needs, aspirations and demands. Managers will be faced with the task of managing this multi-generational workforce (Nicholson & Nairn, 2006).

The workplace will increasingly focus on the performance of people who have their own needs to combine work and life and are a core company asset. Further models of flexible working will continue to evolve, depending on the changing needs of different generations. Managers in the future will have to create more flexible work environments that better suit the needs of their employees (Nicholson & Nairn, 2006).

Our model is intended to help managers, employers and countries to obtain a better
understanding of future e-working. It will be useful to everyone by describing the trends, factors and barriers, and it is organized in a way that will help everyone understand how e-working can develop. The model applies equally to the whole gamut of factors that exist within the work market. As the workplace and society adapt to more flexible work arrangements, it is undeniable that e-working is here to stay, as is shown by our model. There are plenty of benefits for workers, employers and society; of course, there are also challenges, but these can be minimized with relevant and timely management. Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, our model will become the Future for Office Workers and e-organizations, the arrangement that best fits company culture. Finding the right e-working model boils down to organizational business needs choosing what works best by asking employees what they want and by responding to their needs.

The debate on whether one is born or made for e-working will rage for years to come. However, we believe that, given the right support, training, guidance and policy, we can all become more effective in e-working. If we develop society with the right values, personal efficiency and a positive attitude, we will develop a work model that sets the example that others will follow.
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